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Terms and Conditions Apply: Refund 
Fraud on the Dark Web 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

• As e-commerce sees growth during the COVID-19 pandemic, the fraud phenomenon of refunding - 

seeking undeserved refunds from e-commerce vendors - has similarly boomed. Underground 

mentions of the phenomenon reached record highs in July 2020.  

• Refunding leverages an understanding of the technical weaknesses of customer support and courier 

services, as well as social engineering. 

• Loosened shipping protocols as a result of hygiene concerns and social distancing have piqued social 

engineers' interest in refunding. 

• Similarly, the fears, uncertainties and sympathies aroused by the COVID-19 pandemic have lent 

themselves to effective social engineering.  

• Some refunding methods such as "boxing" and "false tracking ID" (FTID) are frequently outsourced to 

a growing service sector of such fraud advertising on the dark web and instant messaging.    

• Discourse on the deep and dark web, as well as manuals circulating on paste and file-sharing sites, 

reveal evolving threat actor best-practices for refunding, including targeted vulnerabilities.  

• Amazon, Apple and Walmart are the top three e-commerce vendors targeted by fraudster refunders.    
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INTRODUCTION 

The COVID-19 pandemic has been a boon to e-commerce with Amazon’s Q3 financials revealing 37% year-
on-year sales growth worldwide and 39% in North America. With the holiday season approaching and no 
end to the pandemic in sight, consumers are deterred from brick-and-mortar shopping and keen to turn to 
online shopping to stock up their holiday gift baskets.1  

On the cyber underground, threat actors seek to fraudulently profit from the e-commerce boom. In 
particular, a tactic called refunding is growing in popularity. Refunding, which involves defrauding e-
commerce vendors by claiming undeserved refunds, exploits both couriers and retailers, seizing on 
technical loopholes in delivery and customer support services while leveraging emotionally manipulative 
social engineering. This phenomenon witnessed a peak in underground mentions in July 2020. 

 

 

Figure 1: References to refunding scams reach a daily peak in underground mentions (1,752) In July 2020.  

This report examines underground discourse of “refunding” trends, tactics and procedures (TTPs), 
providing an overview of the most common refunding methods deployed by threat actors. The report then 
drills down into threat actor discourse to identify both the traits and habits that characterize effective social 
engineering of this sort, and the vulnerabilities that put certain e-commerce vendors more frequently in 
the crosshairs of threat actors.   

Finally, we will examine how COVID-19 has made refunding fraud both easier and more difficult for threat 
actors. As retailers and “refunders” adapt to the new reality, threat actors' TTPs continue evolving, yet 
reveal certain perennial truths about social engineering.  

COMMON REFUNDING METHODS 
The underground is rife with guides and manuals on refunding methods - some for sale, but many 
published freely and often anonymously. 

 
1 https://econsultancy.com/stats-roundup-coronavirus-impact-on-marketing-ecommerce-advertising/ 
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This section gives a brief overview of the most common methods employed by threat-actors and laid out 
in their "how to" guides.   

“Did Not Arrive”/”DNA” – The simplest method of refund fraud involves simply claiming that the package 
has not arrived. Underground manuals suggest that customer support will likely press you on whether 
“you checked with your neighbors/garage/porch,” but that after enough strenuous denial they will offer 
you a replacement or refund. An anonymous guide recommends that if the customer service 
representative says they want to launch an investigation with the courier service, simply hang up and try 
again.  

 

Figure 2: Anonymously authored refunding guide  gives instructions for DNA method, September 11, 2020. 

One guide suggests that most e-commerce have caught on to this simple fraud method and have updated 
their security procedures accordingly. According to the anonymous author of this guide, the method 
remains relevant for e-commerce giant Amazon.  
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Figure 3: Anonymously authored manual explains relevance of DNA method to Amazon, September 11, 2020.  

In order to pull this method off on Amazon, threat actors often recommend using “aged” Amazon accounts; 
that is, attempting the method with a brand-new account is more likely to raise red-flags, whereas veteran 
accounts are more likely to receive the trust of customer support representatives.  

 

Figure 4: Threat actor asks how long to age Amazon accounts for DNA method, April 9, 2020.  
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One refunding guide recommends this method for items below $1000. More expensive items are likely to 
trigger investigations by FedEx or UPS, which, being a drain on resources, are likely to be prioritized for 
more expensive shipments. More expensive shipments are also more likely to require signature upon 
delivery.   

 

Figure 5: Anonymous threat actor cautions keeping DNA method to price limit of $1000, July 26, 2020.  

“Empty Box” – This method simply entails claiming that the shipment arrived empty. It is most successful 
with lightweight items – guides frequently mention Apple AirPods as a choice item – so that the weight 
cannot be cross-checked with the courier. Seasoned threat actors also recommend indicating to customer 
support that the box came in excellent condition, lest you trigger an investigation if the retailer senses they 
can offload the responsibility onto the courier.  

 

Figure 6: Threat actor recommends "empty box" method with Apple AirPods, October 5, 2020. 

Partial Refund – This method claims a high success rate and is recommended for large orders. It entails 
ordering multiple items and claiming only some of them (the cheaper ones) arrived in the box. As with other 
methods, its success hinges on the social engineer’s acting skills. “Always make up a good story that this 
order was urgent because it’s a special event or a birthday,” urges the anonymous author of one refunding 
guide.The same guide recommends using this method on clothing orders with items worth no more than 
$400. 
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Figure 7: Anonymously authored guide recommends effective social engineering script for partial refunding method, September 11, 
2020. 

“Wrong Item Arrived”/"Wrong Item In the Box" – Here the social engineer claims the retailer has sent the 
incorrect item, then return a similar, but much cheaper, item that the retailer stocks in their inventory. Social 
engineering guides emphasize the psychological components of pulling off this method. “Let’s assume a 
HDD (Hard Disk Drive) was ordered from an online retailer. Upon receiving the delivery, the social engineer 
will say that a ‘computer mouse’ was in the box. Can you see the association?” asks a threat actor in his 
Social Engineering Guide. “Both the hard disk & computer mouse are ‘IT/tech related’, so it’s more likely 
than not for the manufacturer to pick & pack a wrong item from the technology section of their warehouse.”  

 

Figure 8: Social engineering guide emphasizes psychological dimension of claiming wrong item arrived, September 17, 2020.  

“Boxing” – This method entails contacting the retailer’s customer support to claim an item is defective, then 
returning the box without the purchased item and claiming the item got stolen during delivery. Since 
packages are weighed during shipment, social engineers generally place dry ice of equivalent weight, then 
tamper with the box so as to give the impression that the box had been tampered with during transit. There 
are professional social engineering services that charge a premium of as little as $15 to “box” an item, taking 
on the risk of performing this fraud at the post office.  
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Figures 9 and 10: A boxing service advertised on instant messaging platform, August 14, 2020; threat actor advertises boxing 
service pricing on instant messaging platform, July 13, 2020. 

False Tracking ID/FTID – Similar to the boxing method, the FTID method requires first arranging for the 
return shipment of an item (be it because the item is allegedly damaged, you no longer need it, etc.). The 
social engineer then edits the prepaid return shipping label, usually downloaded as a PDF from the retailer, 
so that postal delivery tracking falsely indicates the goods have returned to the vendor. As with boxing, 
this often entails outsourcing the editing to a third-party service (an “FTID” service or “vouched label 
editor.”) Often this service is an add-on to a boxing service.  

 

Figure 11: Boxing service operating in Canada offers FTID add-on, May 20, 2020. 
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The anonymous author of one refunding guide explains: “You can do it yourself but it’s easier to pay 
someone a small fee to do the hard work for you….1-2 weeks after the package is delivered (to the wrong 
place) call the company and be angry but kind – just concerned, on where your refund is. You sent back 
your item and it’s been a long time and you are worried because you had to return it due to being layed 
[sic] off and not being able to afford it.” Here, too, the technical method is only as strong as the emotional 
manipulation powering it to completion.  

 

Figure 12: Anonymous author manual emphasizes that success of FTID method rests on emotional manipulation,  July 11, 2020. 

A threat actor on one closed deep web forum suggests the FTID method only works with large retailers 
that do not cross-check the receipt of the consignment, but only that the tracking ID has arrived.  

 

Figure 13: Threat actor suggests FTID method for targeting large retailers, September 16, 2020. 

One guide suggests that “if you want the highest success rate you use only FTID method,” and that this is 
the preferred method for high-value orders.  

 

Figure 14: Anonymous threat actor recommends FTID method for high-value orders, September 11, 2020.  
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SHOP TALK: "GREED IS THE BIGGEST MISTAKE A SOCIAL 
ENGINEER CAN MAKE" 
The underground discourse of threat actors peddling their refunding services, as well as threat actors 
refunding exchanging tips and best practices, reveals that certain e-commerce vendors more frequently 
attract the attention of threat actors. In the past year, Amazon attracted the most threat actor attention, 
followed by Apple and Walmart. This attention inevitably relates to the size and popularity of these 
retailers, but a study of underground refunding manuals reveals that social engineers are acutely attuned 
to the unique weaknesses and protocols of different retailers, sharing advice on which retailers to target 
by which methods - and for how much.  

 

Figures 15 and 16: Threat actor advertises refunding service - "FTID, boxing & more methods" October 13, 2020. The threat actor 
highlights which retailers he can target with his services.  
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Figure 17: Distribution of top 10 refunding targets discussed on the underground in English over the past year. 

Under the guise of “getting into the mind of a social engineer,” one threat actor's  comprehensive social 
engineering guide ticks off the traits that make a successful social engineer. “The social engineer can be 
an absolute genius with his research and information gathering, as well as having an exceptional set of 
skills when preparing and executing his attack, but this means very little if he’s lacking in confidence,” he 
writes. A good social engineer manipulates his victim by “assuming an authoritative figure” and taking 
control of the situation.  

Sounding not unlike a guerrilla combat manual, the threat actor recommends perseverance, an ability to 
improvise, avoiding over-complicating the situation, and having a solid exit strategy, meaning to finish off 
the attack on a polite note without raising suspicion and not timing the next attack too soon. “It’s imperative 
to set a limit and no matter what happens, stick to it. A good social engineer…knows what he’s after and 
how to get it and the moment he accomplishes his task, that’s when it comes to an end.” Greed, he writes, 
“is the biggest mistake a social engineer can make.”  
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Figure 18: Social engineering manual sketches out the character traits and habits necessary to successful refund scamming, 
September 17, 2020. 

It is precisely the limits of social engineering – so critical, in this threat actor's eyes, to its success – that 
occupies much of the underground shop-talk by refund scammers. An anonymously authored guide lists 
the upper limits of scams “doable for beginners” at different online stores. By this analysis, the most 
vulnerable company is Apple, which could be scammed for as much as $3,200. Of fashion retailers, 
Footlocker leads the pack, with this guide suggesting they could be scammed for as much as $1,000.  
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Figure 19: Anonymously authored guide indicates upper limits for refunding scams of various retailers, September 11, 2020. 

Threat actors also share tips as to which online stores to target by which methods. Posting in July 2020, a 
threat actor on one hacking forum shared a list of online retailers targetable by the “DNA” (did not arrive) 
method. He singled out Nike as the “easiest site to refund” alongside Apple. With Amazon, he recommends 
pressuring customer support with a sob story about needing the purchased item today as it was a gift; 
similarly for Walmart, except there he suggests treading with caution, as they’re more likely to involve the 
police. With Best Buy he suggests you can only employ the DNA method once, but Nordstrom is allegedly 
less vigilant about repeat offenders.    
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Figure 20: Threat actor lists stores to target with DNA method, July 31, 2020. 

Some companies are consistently singled out as difficult targets to refund scam. Target, for instance,  is 
singled out by the anonymous author of one refunding guide a “very difficult company to successfully 
refund” due to them “catching up…and making mid-game adjustments.”  

 

Figure 21: Anonymous author of refunding guide offers refunding victim landscape, September 28, 2020.  

The threat actor takes Target’s vigilance as a challenge – “just like the adaptable, skillful, defensive and 
incredibly smart refunders that we are, we also make adjustments” – exemplifying the iterative cat-and-
mouse game between social engineers and their victims.  
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Indeed, as if to spite Target, the same guide includes as an annex a “Target Cancellation Bypass Method,” 
recommending purchasing a Target gift card; making a burner email and Target account with said email 
while in a private browsing window; placing an order using the Target gift card; arrange for a refund, which 
Target will issue in the form of a gift card; register this gift card to an entirely new burner email and Target 
account; “rinse and repeat.” 

 

Figure 22: Anonymous author of refunding guide offers a customized method for refund scamming Target, September 28, 2020.  

Sometimes threat actors detect a vulnerability for social engineering around a certain product launch or 
busy season. One alleged “Apple.com method” simply hinges on taking advantage of Apple’s allegedly 
loosened security as it tries “to cope with the millions of people trying to preorder the new iPhone.”  
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Figures 23 and 24: Threat actor offers "Apple.com method" for refunding, exploiting launch of new iPhone, August 27, 2020. 
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COVID-19 AND REFUNDING: "THE EMOTIONAL VECTOR OF 
ATTACK IS WIDE OPEN" 
Posting in early June 2020, a threat actor on a closed forum noted that after performing a refunding scam, 
every delivery from Amazon comes attached with “an extra note saying if it was handed to me, left outside 
or with a neighbour, usually with a photograph from a courier attached.” Is this new company policy, he 
asked, or had his account been flagged of his mischief? 

 

Figure 25: Threat actor worries Amazon had flagged his account after successfully pulling off DNA scam, June 2, 2020. 

In response, another threat actor counseled that, in light of the COVID-19 situation, Amazon is noting extra 
details on its deliveries.  

 

Figure 26: Threat actor notes Amazon deliveries noting extra details during the COVID-19 pandemic, June 2, 2020. 

 

One forum member took this update as an indication to “hold off on refunding until after the whole corona 
situation.”  

 

 

Figure 27: Threat actor decides to suspend refunding activities during the COVID-19 pandemic, June 2, 2020. 
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The exchange highlights the whack-a-mole dynamics at play for refund scammers during the COVID-19 
pandemic. It creates the perfect storm of panic, uncertainty, and an increasing reliance on virtual shopping 
(as opposed to brick-and-mortar) which makes online retailers more vulnerable. Their increased vigilance, 
in turn, deters some social engineers, while it drives others to concoct even more sophisticated refunding 
methods.  

 

Figure 28: Threat actorstarts thread on COVID-19's effects on social engineering, April 16, 2020. 

Some threat actors suggest that the new social dynamics taking shape around COVID-19 lend themselves 
to the emotional manipulation key to effective social engineering.  

In a thread titled “Has the COVID-19 situation made SE’ing easier for you?” on one closed forum, a threat 
actor suggests it has been easier to convince retailers to issue a refund without returning the allegedly 
damaged item; ‘Keep doing the whole ‘How can you expect me to return this when it’s literally illegal to 
leave my home, I am scared for my family’s safety,” they wrote.  

 

Figure 29: Threat actor claims to take advantage of fraught emotional situation for social engineering, April 16, 2020. 

Another threat actor similarly revealed that they have “been able to avoid sending things back by 
exaggerating my fear of catching Covid-19 on the basis that I live with elderly family who are at high risk 
of death…The emotional vector of attack is wide open.” 
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Figures 30 and 31: Threat actor suggests lying about fear for elderly family members as effective social engineering tactic, July 14, 
2020 and July 16, 2020. 

Anotherr threat actor suggested that social distancing made it easier to avoid one’s deliveryman – and thus 
to circumvent the due diligence of a delivery man certifying physical handover of a package – making it 
easier to falsely claim that a delivery had not arrived.     

 

Figure 32: Threat actor says the pandemic legitimates not opening the door to mailman, April 17, 2020. 

In August 2020, a scam vendor on a dark web marketplace suggested that refund scammers could exploit 
delivery couriers such as UPS, Canada Post, DHA and Purolator by resorting to contactless delivery out of 
hygiene concerns. The method had allegedly worked with shipments from major retailers such as Apple, 
Victoria’s Secret, and Gap. 
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Figure 33: Dark web vendor lists sites vulnerable to refund scams in light of loosened delivery procedures, August 27, 2020.  

However, delivery couriers have become more vigilant around the period’s unique vulnerabilities. In late 
October 2020, a threat actor on one closed forum shared that UPS is now requiring either in-person 
signatures or an online signature authorizing UPS to release packages when no one is present and 
indicating that “a UPS delivery record will be conclusive proof of delivery.”  

 

Figure 34: Threat actor notifies of upgraded Amazon and UPS security procedures making DNA refunding method more difficult, 
October 21, 2020 

CONCLUSION 

Social engineering is in many ways a theater genre, and it is no accident that so many of the “refunding” 
manuals circulating on the underground read like scripts. “You need to be likeable to the rep and nice so 
ask him/her how it’s going and are they staying safe due to the covid situation,” urges one underground 
guide for refunding; to pull off the “empty box” method, says the same guide, “say that you have ordered 
the product as a present for your nephew/son/wife and when they opened it they are so disappointed that 
the box was empty and that it was the most embarrassing moment of your life.” Social engineering is 
ultimately a matter of exploiting human psychology with good acting. 
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Figures 35 and 36: Anonymously authored refunding manual recommends precise scripts for effective emotional manipulation in 
social engineering, September 11, 2020. 

Chatter on the digital underground about refunding offers an incredible resource for understanding threat 
actors’ best practices as they are played out to a variety of audiences; every attempt is another rehearsal, 
every forum thread a compendium of director’s notes. Threat actors borrow and learn from each other how 
best to elicit sympathy and manipulate fear with different target audiences and refine their TTPs 
accordingly. The COVID-19 situation has provided social engineers with increased fear and sympathy as 
creative fodder.  

E-commerce enterprises would be remiss in thinking they can mitigate this fraud by patching only the 
technical loopholes around the COVID-19 situation, such as tightening their shipping practices. For the best 
social engineers, these are creative provocations to improvise around. Exploitation of the situation for the 
best social engineers means, above all, scripting their lies to the pitch of the fears and sympathies of their 
targets.  

 




